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Class I ribonucleotide reductases (RNRs) are composed of two
subunits, R1 and R2. The R2 subunit contains the essential diferric
cluster-tyrosyl radical (Y䡠) cofactor, and R1 is the site of the
conversion of nucleoside diphosphates to 2ⴕ-deoxynucleoside
diphosphates. It has been proposed that the function of the tyrosyl
radical in R2 is to generate a transient thiyl radical (C439䡠) in R1 over
a distance of 35 Å, which in turn initiates the reduction process. EPR
distance measurements provide a tool with which to study the
mechanism of radical initiation in class I RNRs. These types of
experiments at low magnetic fields and frequencies (0.3 T, 9 GHz)
give insight into interradical distances and populations. We
present a pulsed electron– electron double resonance (PELDOR)
experiment at high EPR frequency (180-GHz electron Larmor frequency) that detects the dipolar interaction between the Y䡠s in
each protomer of RNR R2 from Escherichia coli. We observe a
correlation between the orientation-dependent dipolar interaction
and their resolved g-tensors. This information has allowed us to
define the relative orientation of two radicals embedded in the
active homodimeric protein in solution. This experiment demonstrates that high-field PELDOR spectroscopy is a powerful tool with
which to study the assembly of proteins that contain multiple
paramagnetic centers.
double electron– electron resonance 兩 distance measurements
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ibonucleotide reductases (RNRs) catalyze the conversion of
nucleotides to deoxynucleotides in all organisms. Class I
RNR from Escherichia coli is composed of two homodimeric
subunits (R1 and R2) that are thought to form a 1:1 complex (1).
The R2 subunit contains the essential diferric cluster-tyrosyl
radical (Y䡠) cofactor, and R1 is the site of the conversion of
nucleoside diphosphates to 2⬘-deoxynucleoside diphosphates.
The chemistry of nucleotide reduction is moderately well understood (2), and structures of R1 (3) and R2 (4, 5), as well as
a recent structure of the R1:R2 holocomplex (6), are available.
A major unresolved issue in this class of enzymes is the mechanism of radical initiation (7): How does the tyrosyl radical in R2
generate a transient thiyl radical in R1 over a distance of 35 Å?
The current proposal for the radical propagation pathway is
based on a docking model of R1 and R2 and involves aromatic
amino acid residues (3, 8, 9). Evidence in support of the long
distance and the docking model has been recently provided by
pulsed EPR distance measurements (10). These experiments
have detected the distance between the Y䡠 in R2 and a nitrogencentered radical in the active site of R1, providing structural
information on the R1:R2 active complex in the presence of the
substrate and the allosteric effector. The results provided the
impetus to further explore the capability of the method at high
magnetic fields.
The pulsed electron–electron double resonance (PELDOR)
experiment detects weak dipolar interactions between radicals
and is based on a two-frequency pulse sequence (11, 12). One
frequency is required to select the detected radical spins, and the
second one is required to perturb the coupled partner spin. The
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perturbation causes a change in the dipolar field of the detected
spin and results in a modulation of the time-domain spin echo
signal as a function of the dipolar frequency. At low EPR
frequencies (X band), this method has been successfully applied
in structural biology to measure distances between native cofactors in proteins, such as those of photosystem II (13), hydrogenase (14), RNR (10, 15, 16), sulfhydryl oxidases (17), and
pyruvate ferredoxin oxidoreductase (18) or, by using nitroxide
spin labels, to determine distances in RNA (19), DNA (20), and
membrane proteins (21, 22). A very early study by Larsen and
Singel (23) investigated the effect of orientation dependence in
PELDOR at low fields using nitroxide spin labels. Although the
entire dipolar powder pattern was observed at all excitation
positions in the EPR line, the relative amplitude of the dipolar
spectral features varied across the EPR line, and the effect was
analyzed to give orientational information.
At high frequencies, EPR spectra are dominated by the
anisotropy of the g-tensors, and it is expected that the PELDOR
modulation will become a complex function of the orientation of
the dipolar tensor with respect to the molecular axes of the
radicals. This information should permit the determination of an
additional structural feature, the mutual orientation of the two
interacting radicals (24). However, difficulties inherent with the
experimental conditions at high fields and frequencies, such as
the very small excitation bandwidth of the pulses combined with
the large width of the EPR lines, has prevented so far the
application of this method.
Here, we report a 180-GHz PELDOR experiment that detects
the dipolar coupling between the Y䡠s in the R2 subunit of RNR
from E. coli. The modulation signal is strongly correlated to the
g-tensor of the excited radicals, and the pattern generated after
excitation across the EPR line reveals direct information about
the mutual orientation of the two radicals embedded in the
protein. Particularly, under our experimental conditions, the
protein was active and in a well known redox state, which
represents a considerable advantage compared with x-ray structural investigations in single crystals. Our work demonstrates
that this method is a unique spectroscopic tool for determining
the relative orientation of proteins in biologically active form in
solution complexes when suitable paramagnetic probes can be
site-specifically attached or are already present in the proteins of
interest.
Results
180-GHz PELDOR Time Traces. Typical 180-GHz four-pulse double

electron–electron resonance traces recorded at gy ⬍ B ⬍ gz in the
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Fig. 2. Orientation-dependent PELDOR traces. Solid lines show orientationdependent PELDOR traces recorded across the EPR line from B\gz (top) to
B\gx (bottom). Dotted lines show the best global fit of the traces according to
the model explained in Materials and Methods. The fit parameters are
reported in Tables 1 and 2. The rmsd value amounted to 0.215.

Fig. 1. Typical 180-GHz PELDOR traces of a 0.6 mM R2 protein solution (trace
a) and of a 0.23 mM R2 protein solution (trace b) recorded at gy ⬍ B ⬍ gz. Both
traces were normalized and plotted with an offset in the amplitude for
comparison. The experimental conditions were as follows: T ⫽ 5 K, t ⫽ 60 ns
(detection), tp ⫽ 80 ns (pump), repetition time ⫽ 35 ms, 25 averages per point,
five scans. (Inset) Echo-detected spectrum (180 GHz) of the tyrosyl radical in E.
coli R2. The positions of the g values are marked.

EPR spectrum of R2 are displayed in Fig. 1. We observe a clear
oscillation arising from a weak dipolar interaction and lasting
over at least four modulation periods. The total acquisition time
was 20 min for each trace. By comparing the trace of the sample
with 0.6 mM ␤2 (trace a) with the one with 0.23 mM (trace b),
we note that the observed modulation depth remained approximately unchanged ( ⫽ 0.025 ⫾ 0.005), whereas the S兾N
(defined here as percentage of the total echo at this time
window), as well as the intrinsic echo decay, slightly decreased at
lower concentration. Because no substantial advantages appeared from a dilution effect, we performed the orientationselected study at the higher protein concentration.

of the g- and A-tensors are known from previous high-field EPR
and electron nuclear double resonance experiments (26–28), and
the principal axis values of the dipolar tensor were determined
in the PELDOR measurements at X band (15). Because of the
long distance (33 Å), the exchange interaction could be neglected (12). All of these values were kept fixed as reported in
Table 1. As starting parameters for the fitting procedure, we used
a set of three Euler angles (␣, ␤, ␥) for the rotation matrix Rd in
Eq. 3, which we extracted from the x-ray structure of Högbom
et al. (5). During the fit, these Euler angles were varied in steps
of 0.1°. The effective field strength of the pump pulse was set to
1 ⫽ 4.0 ⫻ 107 rad兾s; the field strength at the detection
frequency was 1 ⫽ 5.2 ⫻ 107 rad兾s according to a  pulse of 60
ns. These values correspond to spectral bandwidths of ⌬B ⬇ 4.5
G and ⌬B ⬇ 6 G, respectively, and are on the order of the
inhomogeneous linewidth (⌬Bepr ⬇ 6 G) required in the simulation of the EPR powder pattern at 180 GHz. Thus, the
orientation selection achieved at the edges of the EPR line is well
in the ‘‘single-crystal-like’’ limit.

Spectral Analysis. A precise determination of the mutual orientation of the Y䡠s was achieved by analyzing the data with the
model described in Materials and Methods. All principal values
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Orientation-Selected Experiments. Fig. 2 shows the PELDOR
modulation traces after subtraction of the echo decay recorded
across the EPR line from B\gz to B\gx. In the stack plot, the
amplitudes were scaled as explained in Materials and Methods to
account for the observed modulation depth. The traces show a
clear field dependence in the modulation frequency as well as in
the damping and in the modulation depth. A Fourier transformation of the data (not shown) indicated that the modulation
frequency around B\gz approaches the largest principal value of
the dipolar tensor (D\ ⫽ 2.9 MHz), whereas it reaches the
perpendicular component at B\gx (D⬜ ⫽ 1.44 MHz). This
observation gives insight into the orientation of the radicals with
respect to their interconnecting dipolar vector. Considering that
the x axis of the g-tensor is located along the C–O bond of Y䡠 and
that the z axis is perpendicular to the ring plane [Fig. 3 (25, 26)],
then the interconnecting dipolar vector is close to the direction
normal to the plane of the tyrosine rings.
Fig. 3. Structure of the tyrosyl radical. The numbering of the carbon atoms
and the directions of the g-tensor principal axes are collinear with the molecular axes (25, 26).
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Table 1. Principal axis values of magnetic tensors for the Y䡠 pair
in the RNR R2 E. coli homodimer

Table 2. Angles of rotation matrices for the Y䡠 pair in the RNR R2
E. coli homodimer

Tensor

Rotation

g
AH-␤1, G
AH-3,5, G
D, MHz

x
2.00912
20.7
⫺9.4
1.45

y
2.00457
19.8
⫺2.9
1.45

z
2.00225
18.7
⫺6.9
⫺2.9

Ref.
26
26 and 27
28 and 27
15

Rd
Rg(2)3g(1)†

 (gi兾Y122)‡

Fig. 2 displays the global fit of the time traces obtained by this
method. The resulting Euler angles of the matrix Rd are summarized in Table 2. We note that the global fit succeeded in
reproducing the orientation dependence of the dipolar frequencies, their damping, and their relative modulation amplitudes
(i兾max). The most pronounced deviation is observed at the
maximum of the EPR spectrum (B ⫽ 6.4205 T), where the
calculated modulation depth slightly exceeds the experimental
one. We suggest that this deviation is associated with spectral
diffusion within the pumping hole, which is not considered in our
simple model. The largest relative modulation depth was obtained at B ⫽ 6.4065 T (Fig. 2, second trace from the bottom),
well in agreement with the experiment.§
The sensitivity of the method becomes more evident when
comparing our global fit with a calculation of the curves under
the assumption that the mutual orientation of the reduced Y122s
in the crystal structure is conserved for the Y䡠s in solution (Fig.
4). These parameters for the matrices Rd and Rg(2)3g(1) are
reported in Table 2. From the PELDOR results, it is clear that,
at some field positions, in particular across the center of the EPR
spectrum, this simulation deviates from the experimental data.
The dipolar frequencies, and also their damping and their
relative modulation amplitudes, are less well reproduced.
Discussion
We had previously reported that EPR distance measurements
between endogenous radicals in class I RNRs represent a
powerful tool with which to study the assembly of the protein
subunits R1 and R2 and provide insight into the mechanism of
radical initiation (10, 29). Nevertheless, distances, as well as
information about radical distributions and orientations, are
required to address issues about the enzymatic mechanism.
To demonstrate the feasibility of extracting radical orientations from PELDOR experiments at high fields, we improved
our 180-GHz spectrometer to achieve 兾2 detection pulses of 30
ns and loaded cavity quality factors of ⬇1,000. The gain in
excitation bandwidth and spin sensitivity allowed us to apply the
four-pulse, dead-time free double electron–electron resonance
sequence, which permits reliable measurements of the full
spectral contributions to the dipolar tensor and the determination of the absolute modulation depth. Typical dead-time free
modulation traces as displayed in Figs. 1 and 2 could be readily
obtained after acquisition times of minutes. The ability to
observe small modulation effects (ⱕ6%) with large signal-tonoise ratios turned out to be an advantage of the high-field
experiment. First, the relaxation times of an isolated radical at
high fields are intrinsically longer than at lower fields (30). For
the Y䡠s in RNR R2, this effect had already been reported in the
T1 spin lattice relaxation at 140 GHz (31). For the T2 time at our
experimental temperature (T ⫽ 5 K), we have measured an
increase of a factor of two as compared with 9 GHz. The gain of
spin echo intensity at the time point of detection, due to the long
§The

calculated modulation depth does not take into account the fact that only a fraction
of the radicals are paired, because this value is unknown. Also, relaxation effects are
neglected. With these simplifications, the calculated absolute  values exceed the experimental ones by a factor of two.
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␣
⫺79.1
⫺71.6
83.7°
97.6°
14°
10°

␤

␥

Ref.

32.1
35.2
118.0°
106.2°
13°
8°

75.6
82.5
95.7°
77.6°
5°
5°

This work
5
This work
5
This work
5

†Rotation matrix between the principal axes of the g-tensors of spin 1 and spin

2. The angles are Euler angles defined in a left-handed coordinate system for
counterclockwise rotations.
‡Angles between the corresponding x, y, and z axes (g ) of the g-tensor of Y䡠
i
and the respective molecular axes of reduced Y122 from the x-ray structure
of ref. 5.

T2, directly correlates with a gain in signal-to-noise ratio in the
PELDOR trace. Secondly, orientation selection attenuates spectral damping in the modulation traces and thus enhances the
sensitivity. This effect is evident when comparing traces recorded in the center of the EPR spectrum, where the largest
density of spectral components contributes, with traces recorded
at the edges of the spectrum (i.e., B\gx and B\gz), where
orientation selection is most efficient. In particular, we note that,
at B\gy, the modulation disappears after the first oscillation,
whereas at B\gx, almost no damping is observed.
The analysis of the orientation-dependent modulation traces
requires the knowledge of all relevant magnetic parameters of
the radicals, as well as an initial model for their orientation, to
provide the input parameters in the fitting procedure. The well
characterized Y䡠s in R2 from E. coli was chosen for this feasibility
study because all of the magnetic parameters and an x-ray
structure are available. Nevertheless, our results show that the
method can be generally applied to any kind of biradical system,
because the magnetic parameters can be determined independently in low- and high-field EPR experiments, and initial insight
into their relative orientations can be extracted from inspection
of the orientation-dependent traces if no other information is
available.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the experimental traces (solid lines) with a simulation
of the curves (dotted lines) for a relative orientation of the radicals as given by
the molecular axes of the reduced tyrosines in the crystal structure. The
simulation parameters are given in Tables 1 and 2. The rmsd value amounted
to 0.285.
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Materials and Methods
R2 protein from E. coli (specific activity of 7,550
nmol䡠mg⫺1䡠min⫺1) was grown and purified as described in ref. 32.
The concentration was measured by using 280 ⫽ 130,500
M⫺1䡠cm⫺1. The radical concentration of 1.07 radicals per R2
(␤2) was determined by using the previously established dropline correction method (33) and by 9-GHz continuous-wave EPR
by using a 1 mM Cu2⫹ standard (34, 35). A value of 3.18 Fe per
R2 was determined by using the ferrozine assay (36, 37). EPR
tubes for 180-GHz spectroscopy (silica, o.d. of 0.55 mm, i.d. of
0.4 mm) were purchased from Spintec (Biebeshein, Germany).
180-GHz PELDOR Spectroscopy. PELDOR was performed with a

home-built, 180-GHz pulsed EPR spectrometer extended for
two-frequency irradiation (24, 38). For the pumping frequency,
a mechanically tunable oscillator is adjusted to deliver frequencies in the range of 180 ⫾ 2 GHz. The frequency of the pump and
Denysenkov et al.

detection pulses is monitored with an HP8563 spectrum analyzer, and a stability of ⫾5 MHz can be achieved after ⬇1 h of
operation. A recently purchased 180-GHz frequency doubler
(Virginia Diodes, Charlottesville, VA) allows for an output
power of the microwave bridge of 50 mW. The available power,
in combination with a cylindrical TE011 cavity of Qload ⬇ 1,000,
translates into optimal 兾2 pulse lengths of 30 ns at the observer
frequency, which is tuned to the cavity resonance frequency. The
pumping frequency was set 60 MHz away from the observer
frequency, and this offset was kept constant during the whole
experiment. The length of the pumping pulse was adjusted to
⬇80 ns.
Dipolar modulation time traces were recorded with the fourpulse, dead-time free double electron–electron resonance sequence (39) by using a time window of 2 s between the second
and third pulses and a pulse sequence repetition time of 35 ms
at a temperature of 5 K. To obtain the orientation dependence
of the modulation frequency, the resonant field position was
varied through the EPR powder spectrum in steps of 20 G from
B\gx to B\gy and in steps of 10 G from B\gy to B\gz.
Analysis of Spectra. The intrinsic echo decay was eliminated from

the modulation traces by fitting an exponential or a polynomial
function to the traces and dividing the experimental data by the
fitted function. The modulation depth  was determined at each
resonant field position by following the procedure described in
ref. 12. Orientation-dependent stack plots were obtained after
determining the relative amplitude i兾max of each trace (i) with
respect to the trace with the largest modulation depth (max) and
scaling all normalized amplitudes with the corresponding factors
i兾max.
Time traces were analyzed with a home-written program in
MATLAB that was implemented into a commercial fit routine,
fitmincon, which is well suited for nonlinear problems, from the
MATLAB toolbox. The best fit was obtained by calculating
the rmsd between experiment and calculation from all points of
the array of the traces and minimizing this function. The angular
dependent resonance field positions for spin 1 and spin 2 of the
Y䡠 biradical were calculated in the high-field approximation by
using the available hyperfine tensors of the strongly coupled
protons (the ␤1 and 3,5-ring protons; Fig. 3). The expression for
the EPR resonances is described in Eq. 1,
h  ⫽ B Bg(, ) ⫹ m Sa(, ),

[1]

where B is the magnetic field at detection, B is the Bohr
magneton, ms is the electronic spin manifold, and g and a are the
orientation-dependent g and hyperfine constants. In the highfield approximation, only the z components of the electron and
nuclear spin operators, Sz and Iz, are taken into account, and g
and a are given, respectively, by the gzz and Azz components of the
dipolar and hyperfine tensors, expressed through appropriate
transformations into the laboratory frame. These transformations for the detected spin (denoted as ‘‘1’’) and the pumped spin
(denoted as ‘‘2’’) were introduced as following
g̃(1) ⫽ R(, )g(1)RT(, )

[2]

g̃(2) ⫽ R(, )[RdRC2RdT]g(2)[RdRC2RdT]TRT(, ).

[3]

Here, g̃ denotes the g-tensor in the laboratory frame; R and RT
are Euler rotation matrices and their transpositions. R(, )
describes the rotation from the g (1)-tensor principal axis system
to the laboratory frame; Rd describes the rotation from the
dipolar tensor principal axis system into the g (1)-tensor. Assuming that the ␤2 structure revealed in the crystal, with a C2
axis perpendicular to the dipolar vector between the radicals, is
preserved in solution, then a 180° rotation about this symmetry
PNAS 兩 September 5, 2006 兩 vol. 103 兩 no. 36 兩 13389
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The calculation was greatly simplified by inferring that the C2
symmetric structure of the protein in the crystal is conserved in
solution. For this case, only one transformation matrix was
required to correlate the g-tensors with the dipolar tensor,
whereas the more general case necessitates two. The model was
first justified by the observation that the distance between the
radicals in frozen solution, 33.1 Å from X band PELDOR
experiments, is consistent with the distance calculated from the
center of gravity of the spin density distributions (32.6 Å) if the
Y䡠s are oriented like the reduced tyrosines in the crystal structure. The results indicate that the structures in solution and in the
crystal are very similar. Our analysis provided a solution that is
consistent with a dimeric structure of the protein and with only
small deviations from the x-ray structure.
The results were summarized in terms of a displacement 
(gi兾Y122) of the observed g-tensor axes with respect to the
molecular axes in the crystal (Table 2). The displacement was
calculated from the knowledge of the rotation matrix Rd between
the principal axis of the dipolar tensor and the g-tensor and
inferring that the direction of the dipolar vector in solution
coincides with the one in the crystal. In Table 2, we compare
displacements  (gi兾Y122) of the three g-tensor principal axes
obtained with the ones reported from EPR measurements of the
g-tensor in single crystals at 94 GHz (5). Both methods revealed
a small deviation in the orientation of Y䡠 with respect to the
reduced Y122 in the crystal structure. The agreement between
the two independent results from the very different EPR methods is within 5°, with a consistent trend for the x, y, and z axes.
This result is remarkable and provides strong support to our
analysis. The differences of ⱕ5° might give an estimate of the
error or reflect an effect of the different matrices under study
[frozen solution in this work versus crystal in Högbom et al. (5)].
In conclusion, our work has demonstrated the feasibility of
nanometer distance measurements at high magnetic fields, the
systematic observation of orientation dependence in the modulation time traces, and the feasibility of the spectral analysis that
permits determination of additional structural information (i.e.,
the relative orientation of two radicals in frozen solution). The
sample investigated, the R2 subunit of E. coli RNR, turned out
to be an ideal candidate for this feasibility study, because the two
interacting spin species were symmetry-related and had a well
defined geometry with a unique relative orientation. In view of
a more general applicability of the method, in particularly with
protein spin labeling experiments using [1-oxy-2,2,5,5tetramethyl-pyrroline-3-methyl]-methanethiosulfonate or maleimide labels, the analysis might pose much greater challenges.
Nevertheless, this technique has great potential for accessing
structural information about protein–protein interactions and
conformational changes when rigid paramagnetic species can be
placed site-specifically into the protein of interest.

Fig. 5. Schematic transformation of the g-tensor principal axes of spin 2 into
the corresponding axes of spin 1 by means of the coordinate system of the
dipolar tensor. The transformation takes advantage of the C2 symmetry of the
biradical.

axis (RC2) transforms the g-tensor principal axis system of spin
2 into the one of spin 1. With this assumption, the total
transformation from g (1) into g (2) can be expressed by means
of a ‘‘sandwich’’ transformation to the principal axis system of
the dipolar tensor (see Eq. 3). Although the spin density on the
radical is delocalized, the degree of spatial delocalization is small
(28) compared with the biradical distance of 33 Å, and we
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